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ABSTRACT 
The intent of this study is to illustrate an 
~pplic~tion of the methodologies of plant layout design 
an·d work design ta the semiconductor packaging industry. 
The particular production facility is responsible for the 
Q 
manufacture of four families of products and the 
qualification of new products. 
The objectives of the study are to identify the 
p ,,.. ob 1 ems of i n e f f 1. c i e 11 f:. )l and prod Lt ct i v i t y i n th i s f a c i 1 i t y 
and develop potential solutions. E-f f j, c i ency is e>! pr·esse:d 
i n t e 1r- ms of t 1-i e t t..t r n - a,.- o Lt n d-t[Un e , or c: 'y' c l e t i me of batched 
j o-lJ s. Productivity is addressed from the perspective of 
operator skills and flexibility -of the production line. 
Analysis of this ·facility revealed a thirty eight 
percent increase in production time from the following . C: 1 ,,1 :::> , \ 
soLtrces: 
1. • ~3lJba~5~:ietntJ J. y t,,.. ansp or t c=tt. i C)n ·, 
2. subassembly loading/unloading, 
3. tool set-ups, 
4. product changeovers 
5 " i n s p E.~ c: t. :i c> r, s. 
6. data tracking 
. Operator availabitity and inadequate skill mixes also 
-contribute to increased cycle times . A set of 
.... 
1 
\ 
'· 
\ 
\ 
! 
/ 
.~ 
. \. 
recommendations are developed to address these 
i 11 e f f i c i enc i es . These recommendations have been combined 
~ 
into a work system which is technically feasible and 
\, 
regains appra>{imc:,tely thi?t.y stN per·cent. of the los·t 
I 
prodLtction time. In addition to these recommendations, 
severctl devel cJpment proj f?c·ts wer·e !5Ltgg.ested for -f Ltrtl,er 
consideration in the areas of topseal elimination~ profile 
co,nmo·nality, aLttomated i11s1Ject:ion ·tecl1niqLtes, and in-line 
postclean and curing operations. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
.. 
The field of semiconductor manufacturing provides an 
interesting challenge to manufacturing and development 
\ 
engineering~groups. New product designs are more complex 
and involve unique tooling and processes. Rigorous reli-
ability and performance standards imposed by the customer 
require extensive product and tool qualifications to . 
ensure these standards are met in the manufacturing line. 
To complicate this situation, the life cycle of these new 
products are typically only two to four years before they 
are obsol~ed with a more efficient design. In the area 
of manufacturing engineering, these factors lead to 
considerable effort to design a manufacturing line that 
will have the flexibility to produce large volumes of 
~ 
prod~cts and that can adapt to new products and their 
associated tooling. The competitive environment of the 
electronics industry also requires maintaining a high 
level of efficiency and productivity. 
The concepts of plant l~yout and design are well-
defined and have been applied in many cases where poor 
efficiency and productivity have been long-term problems. 
A definition of plant layout particularly appropriate to 
the following discussion is as follows: 
"Plant Layout may be defined as planning and 
.2 
. ~-
• 
\ 
integrating the paths of the component parts of a product 
to obtain the most effective and economical interrelation-
ship between man; equipment; and the movement of material 
from receiving, through fabrication, to the shipment of 
\ 
the finished product."(3) 
The intent of this thesis is to illustrate a case wher.e 
these interrelationships are not optimized. Several 
potential solutions will be developed through the 
application of motion and time study and a methodolqgy 
known as Work Design. 
The subject case is a ·semiconductor component 
p_ackaging line where multiple products are manufactured-. 
These products are grouped into four families based on raw 
ma-terials, product size, process flow and parameters, and 
equipment. Figures 2, 3, and 4 in the Problem Definition 
section illustrate the process flows for each family. 
Thotlgh four families make up the majority of ·the product 
v.olume through the manufacturing line, other future prod~ 
ucts are planned for production in this line. These 
products and their associated tooling are expected to be 
:substantially different and more complex than the current 
product set. An additional objective of this research is-
' to develop a line flexible enough to accomodate these 
products requiring a minimal addition of dedicated 
tooling. 
·-3 
) 
It is noted, at this point, that specific part 
descriptions and process parameters are considered 
• 
' 
confidential and are thus identified by letters and/or 
fictional names. Any 4 data used in this report will also 
\ 
be fictional. 
• 
r 
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,2:. 0 THE PROBLEM 
·I 
2:· .1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
\ 
The technology involved in the packaging of semicon-
? ductor devices has gone through an evolution ill' ---~-::,_~ .. ,.·. ---.. ·· , ~ 
areas from increased package_ density and complexity to 
high-volume equipment automation. Performance and reli-
ability standards are becoming more rigorous. The need to 
manufacture a large volume of complex modules requires 
~quipment which is fast, accurate, and adaptable to a 
range of products. 
As modules become more complex, higher costs 
:emphasize the need to optimize the efficiency and 
·p.roductivity of the manufacturing line. The subject. 
module packaging line provides an excellent case study 
where efficiency and productivity are not at their optimum 
and, indeed, have been neglected to the point where no 
simple solution is apparent. 
The specific problem can be described by citing a 
f 
summary of data taken over a two-month period from the 
' 
manufacturing line. According to the established 
standards for each operation, a batch of product(approxi-
mately 45 parts) from family C or D should require thirty 
five hours to manufacture. The data indicates the average 
5 
... 
I 
--... 
' 
turn-around-time is six to seven days on a two-shift, five 
days per week operation with weekend operation when 
.. 
necessary. Similarly, a batch of products A or B(approxi-
mately 1400 parts) are completed ina fourteen day average 
\ 
• 
cycle when they should require forty hours. The basic 
problem is to increase the efficiency of the manufacturing 
line by identifying_and eliminating the sources of lost 
production time. Observation of the daily production 
operation and generation of from-to charts, process flow 
diagrams, floor layouts, and data summary sheets indicate 
~he following sources of inefficiency: (1) frequent tool 
changeovers for product changes; (2) lengthy tool setups; 
(,:3) excessive subassembly transportation, loading and 
unloading into and from carts, tools, and part carriers;· 
(4) extensive paperwork 1ierformed manually; (5) 
inefficient sample inspections; (6) inadequate skill 
mixes; and (7) potential error in the established time 
standards. Table I summarizes these activities along with 
the amount of time lost and the percent improvement in 
turn-around-time to be gained by minimizing them(Details 
of this Table may be found in the Methods Application 
section). 
6 V ·,. 
. . 
I 
2.2 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Semiconductor modules and their production facilities 
h~ve been designed using a variety of materials, 
~-) processes, and technologies. This description will be 
limited to the families of modules manufactured in the 
problem production line. Figure 1 is a generic diagram of 
:a module. The raw materials consist of a ceramic carrier, 
·.or substrate, with connecting pins\and circuitry, the 
semiconductor device, a protective metal cap, and two 
chemical sealants to further protect the circuitry from· 
damage and contamination. Several products have addition~ 
to this design such :as heatsinks ·and reformed connecting 
• p·ins .. 
The manufacturing facility being studied produces 
four families of modules. These families are based on 
differences in size, raw materials, and processes and 
equipment used. Two of the families, denoted A and B, 
represent the majority of the production volumes and are· 
assembled on automated equipment. The process sequence j.$ 
illustrated in Figure 2. Familie·s c and D co·nsist of new 
products ~nd are more complex to manufacture in several 
ways: the substrate circuitry is denser,the module is 
physically larger, and handling and contamination. 
standards are stricter. Since the production volumes a~e 
low at the present time for these products, much of the 
7 
l 
.. 
\ 
'' 
tooling is manual as noted in the process sequence in-
/ 
Figure 4. 
Future products are expected to be substantially 
different from the previous four families. 'Dwo designs 
15. 
are already known to be of different physical size. In 
addition, the need for thermal enhancement has been re-
quired in several products and will probably become a 
common attribute.in most future designs. The processes 
Used for application of these enhancements are currently 
:manual. Future designs are also expected to have more 
··rigorous handling and contam:Lnation limitations which will 
effect tooling designs, handling systems, and inspection 
techniques. Based on these product descriptions, 
flexibility becomes a key parameter in the design of the 
manufacturing line. 
, .. 
I ) 
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.s·E.MICONDUCTOR MODULE F·AC~=~AGS: 
§ENERAL DESCRIPTION 
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TABLE I 
' 
·SOURCES OF LOST PRODUCTION TIME 
-BASED ON FAMILIES C,D IN 12. BATCHES, TOTALING 45 PARTS 
. . . -
. 
ACTIVITY 
SUBASSEMBLY 
TRANSPORTATION 
SUBASSEMBLY 
LOADING/UNLOADING 
... TOOL SETUPS 
PRODUCT-TOOL 
CHANGE-OVERS 
SAMPLE INSPECTIONS 
PAPERWORK 
' 
TIME LOST 
0.4 HRS 
1.3 HRS 
4.75 HRS 
2. 25 HRS· 
2.5 HRS 
2 HRS 
. 
% TOTAL PRODUCTION 
TIME (TOTAL PROD'N 
= 35 HOURS) 
1.1% 
3.7% 
13.6% 
6.4% 
7.1% 
5.7% 
TIME 
• OTHER CAUSES OF LOST TIME ARE OPERATOR \(NAVAILABILITY, 
INAPPROPRIATE OPERATOR SKILL MIXES, CAP~CITY RESTRICTIOijs.·, 
AND THE SYSTEM OF JOB RELEASE AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT. 
• ERROR MAY ALSO EXIST IN THE TIME STANDARDS PRESENTLY IN 
PLACE. PERIODIC REVIEW OF THESE STANDARDS IS WARRANTED 
BASED ON EQUIPMENT AND PROCESS CHANGES. 
13 
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2··· :3 'LINE DESCRIPTION 
The semiconductor packaging technology serves as 
an example of a technology that has gone through a .. 
aeries .. of changes. Package size and density, process 
' 
parameters and tolerances, high-volume automation, package 
reliability, and performance standards have been • maJor 
contributors to this evolution. The future of this 
technology·is projected to evolve further as customer 
requirements generate the need for different package 
, 
designs and more rigorous performance standards. This 
~ill drive the development of new automated pi:,1cesses and; 
equipment capabilities. 
the problem case is a packaging manufacturing line 
~e prime responsibility is to bring new products and 
their associated new processes and tooling from the 
.. development stage through product and process qualifica-
tions for release to manufacturing. Once qualified, the 
new product remains in this line until it reaches a volume 
large enough to justify moving it to a dedicated 
production facility. 
Figure 5 is a floor layout of the manufacturing line 
and the corresponding routes for ea9h family. Raw 
materials are released to(the line on a daily basis in 
batches ranging in size from 1. to 10,000 parts. An 
average release consists of twelve jobs of products C and 
14 
t 
( 
D of five pieces per job and four jobs of products A and B: 
of 350 pieces per job. The volume of families C and D a·r·e 
projected to increase after they .are qualified and tho:se 
of families A and B to decrease as t'he.y are relocated: ·to 
\ 
dedicated production lines. 
Batched jobs are introduced to the line with priority 
levels based on customer demand, qualification schedules, 
and engineering experiments. In general, customer product 
' 
has first priority through th.e line. Product qualifica-
tions receive first priority if qualification deadlines 
are in jeopardy and if customer demand for a new product, 
is earlier tha·n projected. Engineering experiments are 
·conducted at :per.iod$ of low product volume and with 
¢:o.nsent of the a:·f·f·e·cted· ·manufacturing departments. This 
s-y-stem of priority a-s·signment results in a substantial 
·amount of idle time due to a large- number of tool setups 
and tear downs and repeated furnace profiling. 
I Figures 2-
4 denote which operations are automated and, also, those 
of which there i-s only .o,ne tool to serve the four 
families. For example, t:he backseal dispense operation i:s 
a _s.em·i-au.tomated piece of equipment requiring the operator 
to load the parts into carriers and load and unload these 
carriers into and from the dispensing tool. Each family 
requires a different dispensing head assembly, indexing 
parameter, and hotplate profile. The estimated time to 
.1' 
• 
-~· 
perform a new setup is 0.75 hours and is performed an 
average of one and one-half times per shift. This results 
I 
in reduced line efficiency and productivity. This and 
similar situations will be addressed in the Methods 
\ 
.Application section. 
With the evolution of· the packaging technology, 
equipment has been designed, built, and implemented base.d 
on new product requirements. In most case, when a 
product is relocated to a .dedicated produ_ ion facility_,.· 
any unique tooling is .moveq. with it or a high-volume 
·-v_e·rsion of the tool is built. Over time, the path ··o·:t. 
:p:J:"'·oduct flow in the subject manufacturing line has 
deteriorated to a disorganized pattern which has sub-
stantially re-duced the efficiency of the line. Figure 5 
is a phyi~cal layout 6f the present facility and 
illustrates the inefficient flow of product through the 
" 
line. As stated in the problem description, a product in: 
J 
t·a;mily D, which should taf8/ approximately thirty five 
hours to produce, is requiring almost seven days. The 
·physical layout of the line ma-y .not be the only detracto~ 
-t~ pro~Uctivity but it is obviously a significant one. 
As a method of quantifying and graphically illustrat-
, 
ing the magnitude of "traveling" the subassemblies do, a 
FROM-TO chart was constructed for the process flow and, 
subsequently, each step was weighted according to the 
16 
··. 
distances traveled to each op·eration. Figure 6A indicates 
that the process flow is fairly sequential with minimal 
backtracking. Figure 6B repeats the same chart with the 
... 
distances traveled between operations, divided by a factor· 
of ten, multiplied by the number of hash marks per 
' 
sequential move in Figure 6A. overall, a typical sub-. 
assembly moves. appr_ox-imately 1,500 feet from the time of 
kitting the job: in the floor control area to exiting the 
manufacturing line. This may ·not seem like an extra-
or.d.inary distance '\llhen compared to t}?.e assembly lines of 
c::~+ and appliance facilities. However, it. is. significant 
!1 \ when the total area of the 1i·11e only meas:u.:r.-es: :200 by so 
feet. Each trans.fer requires an op··e-ra·tor to. l.o·aa. ·the 
product i·nt.o t1: c.a:ttt, :escort the ca'rt: to the next 
operatio.n, and th·.e·n unload the cart. To provide ·an: 
estimatio_n o:f 't:hE? a;lllp11nt of lost production time ·to· 
transportation, the manufacturing floor was observed dur.-~--
itlg a typical operating day on first shift. An estimate. 
o·f the time lost is o. 4 hours of ·the entire process 
flow(or 1.1% of the projected t~me requirement). for 
furthe~ explanation of the development of From-To charts, 
se-e Reference 3. 
Another di·sadvantage of having a floor layout as i..n 
the present situation is poor operator utilization. The 
manufacturing line is spread over a large area with equip-
--~ 
ment located in separate rooms. This confines an 
operator to performing and supervising only one process. 
Since not all processes run one hundred percent of the 
time and some are fully automated,an operator could 
\ 
,supervise more than one process if they were located in 
a-.djacent or serial positions. I·n-creasing operator 
utilization will be discusse:d: in. :mo.re detail in the 
Methods Application secti-on·. 
In summary, the prob,lei:l\ gef inition cou.ld. :b.e,. p:o.:s-ed' ·a.s 
t:o·llows: 
An inv·e:stigation will be conducted into: the: prob·lem.s 
.l·eading to reduced op~:rator utilization, prodµctivitYt -and 
l.i·ne· efficiency. in- a semiconductor packaging manu-
fac-turing line :vrith emphasis placed on new product 
::qualificat·ions and line fl·exibili ty. Recommendations will 
be made to resolve these problems, taking into account 
technology capabilities, economic justification, and 
safety considerations. 
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;~ .•. O PLANT LAYOUT AND WORK DESIGN - BACKGROUND AND THEORY 
3·.1 THE PLANT LAYOUT PROBLEM 
Efficient plant layout ~nd a:esign .i's a problem that 
bas been faced by industries of ·all ki·nds since the 
concepts of the assembly line a.nd: high-vo·lume :prod.uction 
:1:>ecame realities. A number of .. t.exts ·have been written 
.about this subject(J,4,16,18} and several methods have 
:been desig11-ed. :to provide engineers with a methodical 
appro·ach to .dev~·lop an efficient a$·$.en.ib..l·y line or an 
An important part o·f the r~search for this 
, 
the-s·i$ ;in:volved. surveying several. sources for a method 
.,,---
·that. was app.lic.able. to the c:as-e :being stugi.e.q.~- .. I:n: t:his. 
:s .. ec:t::i;o.:n., a di-sc·uss.:ion will be provided rega.rding t-he 
ge·_n:eral. :cQticep·t·s of plant layout and design and :a. 
·:methodology c:alle·d Work Design which particularly· $·1-1i.t·e:g 
·t.h:~· $lip:j·ect case study. 
·James M. Apple published a text in 1:9.63 e-nt·itled 
Plant Layout and Materials Handlin2 ( 3) • This boc>"k 
provided an excellent introduction to the topic of ·pI_a.nt 
layout and a good basic method for approaching the problem 
of developing a new production line/facility or for 
improving an existing inefficient manufacturing line. 
Apple begins with a definitiob of the term plant layout as 
follows: 
22 
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"Plant layout may be defined as planning and 
:integrating the paths of the component parts ,of a product 
.. 
to obtain the most effective and economical interrelation-
ship between men; equipment; and the movement of materials· 
\ 
from receivin9·, through fabrication, to the shipment of 
the f.in·ished ·product. " ( 3) 
':E1l.;1.is ·ae,f.ini·tion includes the idea of materials. :.handli·ng 
wh.ich .stres·s.ed: as a key factor in the efficient per:-
forman.ce of a manufacturing line. Further discus:sioh ·o.f 
the: ·m:~terial flow and handling problem will be. given, in. 
Oh·apter 4. To belp t.he d:e.$igner focus ot1 the p.1.a.n·t,. d:e·,sign. 
··p:.r..o:b.lem., eight obje:ct:ives were· defin.ed(3.): 
·.l .• Facilitate the ~apµ:!:a·ctu·rin.g pro.cess. 
2. Minimize material handlihg~ 
3. Mainta.in .fle,:,tibili·ty of· ·arrang-eme·nt. an-d o.f· 
operation. ,. 
:4. Maintai,n high turnover ·of work-in-process. 
5:. Hold down investment in equipment. 
6. Make economical use of floor area. 
7. Promote effective utilization of manpowet~ 
8· •. Provide employee convenience, safety, and ,c·om:f:ort: 
in doing the work. 
?he first objective states the layout design should .. ·e.nsu·re 
the manufacturing process is carried out in the most 
efficient manner. Specifically, the equipment should be 
arranged so that materials move smo9thly along a line with 
2.3: 
:~·· 
rn.in-.imll:m backtracking. Delays should be eliminated where 
possible. According to Refere~ce 3, 80% of the time a 
part is in the plant, it is either being moved or stored. 
tncluded in this objective, the importance of material 
identification to minimize product mixing and the 
importance of producing quality work through maintaining· 
equipment and work areas are two mer~ points worth 
· a· t· i c-on·s1·:.er:a· ... 1on. 
?be second objective ~ddresses. tbe minimization of. 
·handling. "A primary objective of an efficient busines·s 
~nterprise is to plan a flow pattern that wi;J.l facilitate 
the movement o.f.: m·aterials through the physical facilities 
:in as direct a pa,th .as is practical" ( 3) • The materials 
flow pattern is bonsidered to be the basis for the 
physical arrangement of a facility and ,for economic 
:ptodµ.c.tion. An effective materials handling syst.em i,s 
" 
. . 
ano·tne-r. factor to consider for a:n efficient layout: de·sig:n •. 
:AUtomat-ic material handling will eliminate the need of art: 
'OP~.ra/'~or to tend to suc·h ta·sk·S: a.s manual loading/unloading 
·and ·transporting of comp.on·ents and subassemblies. 
The~efore, product turn-around-times will be decreased and 
operator utilization will increase. The use of in-line 
inspections and processes while the materials are in 
transit will further reduce cycle times and make better 
use of the floor space available. The elimination of 
i. 'I 
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·, 
manual component and subassembly handling will also serve 
' 
to improve product quality by reducing the possibility of 
human error and, particu·larly in electronics assembly, the 
possibility of contamination and damage. 
' 
• 
Figures 7a-d provide an illustration of the five most 
:'qommon flow patterns ( 3) . The straight line pattern is 
::111os.t useful for a process with a few steps. More extens·i:V:e 
:operations generally follow the zig-zag, u-shaped, or od,d-
·a-ngle formats. The ci:rcular pattern is acceptable for 
large facilities but it is difficult to add tooling into 
the layout. A combina:-t±on p=f Figures 7b and ·1c- seems most 
applicable to ·tb-e. c·o:mpop~-_pt: packaging manu-fac-tu.ring line 
being .studied (F:igur:e 8). •.. The line is longer than would 
.be practical for ,~ straight line pattern and t-he material$ 
:distributior1 are:a ,-and final product substock· originate 
fr_om one area. The Methods Application s.ecti,_on w:Ll-1 
s.upply further details to make the mos:t· appropri,ate. 
deci=sion on fi.o.o.r. 1-ayout. 
The remainin·g six ob·j·ectives of :p:l.an-t :layout are 
$.elf-explanatory and discussion of them are not warranted. 
Irt addition to con~id~ring material flow planning, the 
:_p-rocess and product layout methods for arranging equipment 
~h6uld be defined. The process method groups operations 
of similar types into one area. This causes the part being 
p.rocessed to move in a sequence dictated by the position 
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of the tools and equipment. This is typical in most 
machining shop setups. The product method calls for the 
e·quipment to be arranged according to the production 
routing. The parts flow in essentially a straight line 
' 
and parallel lines may be set up to accomodate multiple 
p_roducts. Figure 9 i1·1.ustrates these equipment layouts. 
The advantage_s of ea·co la.·yout are worth repeating in T-ab:le 
II to .better define each df the patterns. The manufactur~ 
i:t1·g :11ne being studied fits the product layout pattern as 
it _.is currently set up except that multiple products are 
run concurrently on one line with tooling being adapted to 
,, 
·various products. This~lexibili ty is a requirement since 
it is not economical to create new assembly lines for each 
product design. 
t ,· ,· t Based on the eight obJect-.i.ves of a plant layout, a 
methodical approach is proposed to develop an efficie.nt.. 
manufacturing facility ( 3) . The general procedure con:si·sts 
of ten steps as follows: 
i. Procure and analyze any available basic data such as 
engineering drawings and specifications, production 
schedules and routings, equipment requirements, 
and inventory and investment policies. 
2. Determine the preliminary materials flow. 
3. Consider factors affecting the materials flow pattern 
such as working conditions, required flow between 
work areas, receiving, shipping, warehousing, 
flexibility, and production services,etc. 
4. Plan the detailed materials flow pattern. 
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5. Plan materials handling methods . 
. $~ Plan work stations and surrounding areas. 
:7. Coordinate the planning activities via a layou
t 
planning chart or area allocation diagram. 
\ 
8:. Generate the master plant layout. 
g·. Evaluate the layout. 
10. Install the layout. 
This approach is not a unique one. Similar meth
ods .. are_: 
described in Neibel's Motion and Time Study(l8) and 
I • 
Moore's Plant Layout and Des1gn(l6). The procedure ·i~ 
general and adaptable to almost any kinci of p::r
oducti·o·n. 
f 
situation. However, it does not encourage engi
neering 
creativity and technol:ogy development or explor
e the 
advantages t-o .. l:)e gain:-ed from having more than one 
potent:ia·l. so.lu-tio:_ll from which to choose from. 
·woRK DESIGN - THE CONCEPT AND THEORY 
: . . ; 
A: second text reviewed was Work Design ( 17) by Ge-r.a.ld 
:t.f:a·dler:.. Nadl_er provides. an alternate approach 
to the. 
1devel,opment of a plant layout. He stresses the
 use :of: 
engineering creativity and the need to provide 
a driving 
:f.o·r:ce ·to technology development. _ba·sed on manuf
acturing 
engi,neering' s ideas which are not currently tec
hnicall,:,y 
f~asible. The "study of work" is defined as "t
he 
development of solutions to problems or difficu
lt 
situations concerning existing work".(17) 
-;. 7 
\ 
\ 
- I 
Nadler criticizes this approach since it assumes that: 
I 
·Some problem must be identified before~the work system is 
analyzed. A work system is a dynamic system and should be 
reviewed periodically independent of whether a specific 
\ 
problem is apparent or not. In the classical engineering 
I 
I 
approach to problem-solving, data and information are 
c.ollected after identifying a problem. This approach 
often serves to confuse the analys.i.s when extraneous data 
ris included. It also forces a co·mpo;nent view, instead of 
a system view, fqr studies of work. Looking at a ~all\ 
segment of a larg,er system ·can lead to conclusio.ns an.d: 
actions which may· be inconsistent with the total system 
(ie.a process may reduce ·th~ overall productivity of the 
. • . . I 
manufacturing instead o:f i·n·c·r·e-a:.s.in·g i;t,: '9 With the facts 
., 
:analyzed, the next step is ,t:lte ma.nipulation of the work. to 
._get an improved situation. ·Th·i:s: doe_:-s not guarantee the 
.. 
:t?est or optimum solutio.-n i·s f·ound - simply a better one ·,_ 
th.an the existing situation. Accord·ing to reference 17, 
using creative engineering to develop several potential 
:sq-;J.:\J;t· .. ions to compare and combine would guarantee an 
optimal and practical final design. 
It is claimed(l7) that the nature of work has gone 
through an evolution where significant changes may require 
a new approach to the manner in which work systems are 
studied and designed. For example, to maximize the 
·2.s 
:•·, 
;· 
efficiency of a production facility, its design must be 
approached from an overall viewpoint. SolV,ing one 
particular problem without considering the entire facility 
can result in a change to another component of the line 
(ie. Increasing capacity on one tool could cause 
overcapacity at another). Reference 17 contends that due 
to the increased complexity of technical operations and 
the concerns· for efficiency and prod.uctivity, a systems 
d.es.ign approach. to studying an·d des:i:gn.ing work i.a .n:eedeq .... 
. w·ork Design is. d·e.fined as (17): 
' 
"The s:Y·~tellla.tic :investigation· of :contemplated and 
iP.r·e!:Sent 'WOrk system.s to formulate, through the Ideal 
.S:ys:t;eni. Concept, the .easiest and most effective systems . 
. and methods for a.cl)ieving necessary functions." 
Work design .. i·nc.orporates a .. set of philosophies stated 
as follows: .. 
1.) · Increasing productivity and developing manpower 
effectiveness are the objectives for studying work 
systems. 
2.) Work systems can be encountered in three states: 
-Design - In the case of a new facility, more 
energy must be put into the planning and design of 
work systems as the investment increases. 
-Bett~rment of existing systems. 
-Improvement of an existing system containing known 
difficult or "problem" work. 
3.) The work system to be used should represent 
the minumum departure from the· Ideal System for ideal 
29 
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conditions but compatible ·with the situation 
restrictions. 
4.) All aspects of the work system, regardless of 
the system level, are to be considered ih the work 
design. 
5.) People, their t~lents and abilities, are an 
integral part of work design. People, at all levels 
of responsibilityi can understand and contribute to 
many of even the most involved techniques and 
situations. 
The term, Ideal System, has been referred to sev1~-:x:-·a·1 
'ti.mes. It is tb.e- ct)re of the Work Design approach. The 
ide·a1 system .is :b·as:ically what the term implies - the 
id·eal, or ultimate:, design of a work system. Generating 
the ideal system, once the ·function of the work system ·ha$ 
been determined., encourages the exploration of ideas pre-
viously discarded as technically or economically •'bad" 
.i.d.~c:,.~.. The objective is to try to find a way to make a 
sugg.es:t,i:dn: ·work rather than reassure why it won't work -
the constru,ctive vs. the destructive use of experience and, 
expertise. The ideal system may not be immediately 
implementable but it serves to provide a goal to wq,rJc 
towards. Three classes of the ideal system cat.eg.ori.ze ·a 
particular system by its potential ability for impleme·n,ta-
tion: the theoretical ideal system, the ultimate ideal 
$ystem, and the technologically workable ideal system. In 
the application of work design, the ultimate and workable 
systems are generated before analyzing the existing work 
system. This is to avoid considering unnecessary data and 
3··0 
~ r· 
a.void restricting new ideas by what was previously d·one-. 
The theoretical ideal system is a dynamic ,one which 
changes as technology and knowledge grows. . This eVQ:_l·u.tl:.on 
creates a dynamic and challenging goal-oriented 
environment which is a source for motivating enginee ..r::f:ng: 
activities. 
Work design is defined as a systematic investiga·.t .. i:Ot1. 
of contemplated and present work systems. Table III 
outlines these steps which wi_l.l be further explained :i_n· 
their application to the cas·:e- stucly ·i.n ·the Metl:lods 
:Ap.plication s.eqtion. 
To s,umm.ar·i.ze the conce·pt. of the Work Design ,tppro:ach._,. 
a comparist)h i.t·~ made to the typical procedures as i·n 
Apple's ~lan_t Layout and Materials Handling. Fir?t., the 
work design philosophies are stated with the purpose-- o·f 
encouraging constructive and creative thinking -and 
.. receptive attitudes. The typ·ical approach a·oe~ :·n:ot 
·emphasiz-e creative eng·i-ne·.ering. In. fact, 1·t tends to 
:rest_:r;-ict the individual to the fact.s .of the problem and to 
the immediate ailing component o·f t·he system. Work Design 
promotes consideration of the entire work system by 
creating the ideal system before an analysis is made of 
what is currently happening. When data is required, it is 
directed toward answering questions regarding implementa-
tion of the ideal. system. This approach channels valuable 
31 
experience into generation of the ideal system. In 
contrast to Work Design, plant layout methodologies 
analyze what is happening in the system and then attempt 
to resolve the problem.' This.tends to give justification 
-t:o what has been done in the past resulting in a "band-
aid" solution instead of an optimal solution. Work Des:ign 
avoids this by first developing an original approach artd 
··then .comparing it with the methods pres¢nt,ly used. 
J The· previous discussion has se.rv·ed to explain a 
p.o:tt:ion o! the theory peh.ind plant layout and work des:J.9'P.. 
!11h'~ ·n.ianufac.t-uring line being used as a case study for th-is 
thesis .is particularly suited to the application. of 
Nadler' s Work Des·ign theories. Al though , wo.r·k :oesign is 
a thorough method, several aspects of. t.he classical ap-
proaches to layout design were found. to be helpful for 
problem illustration and data gathering within the bdUhds 
of Work Design. The following sections will describe the 
application of work design to the module manufacturing 
facility, the ultimate and technologically workable 
I'' 
systems developed, atld recommendations for implenlent·a·t.io.n:. 
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000©©© 
B. ZIG-ZAG 
C. Li-SHAPED 
' 
D. CIRCULAR 
-
E. ODD-ANGLE 
GENERAL FLOW PATTERNS 
(FROM PLANT LAYOUT AND MATERIAL HANDLING BY J.M.· APPLE> 
• 
Figure 7 · 
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TABLE II 
THE ADVANTAGES OF PROCESS AND PRODUCT LAYOUTS(3) 
Process Layout 
A. Lower investment in machines because of less duplication. 
Only enough machines of each kind are necessary to handle 
normal maximum load instead of one in each product line. 
overtime hours usually will take care of overloads. 
B. Machines can be kept busy most of the time because the 
number of machines of each kind usually is held to the 
number needed for normal production. 
c. Wide flexibility in getting work done. Possible to assign jobs to any machine in the same class available at the time. 
D. Workers are more skilled because they must know how to run 
any machine in the group, and how to set up work, perform 
special operations, gage the work, and qualify as mechanics 
instead of operatives. 
E. Foremen and supervisors become skilled and efficient in the 
operation of their respective kindslof equipment and are 
able to direct the set-up and performance of all jobs done 
on this equipment. 
F. Manufacturing costs can be held down. Labor costs may be 
higher per unit under peak loads, but will be less under low 
production, than on a product line. Unit overhead costs 
will be lower under moderate production. Hence, total costs 
may be lower when the plant is not near peak capacity. 
' 
G. Failures of equipment do not hold up a succession of 
operations. Work is merely transferred to another machine, 
if available, or a change in scheduling is made if the job 
is "rush" and no machines are idle at the time. 
continued ..• 
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TABLE II continued 
. 
Product Layout 
.A.. Flow of work is over direct mechanica~ routes, which cu--t~-s 
down delays in manufacturing. 
' B. Less material handling because _of shorter travel of work 
over a succession of adjacent machines or work stations. 
;C. Close coordination of manufacturing because of the definite 
sequence of _operations over adjacent machines. Less 
likelihood of loss of materials or delays in operations. 
:n. Less total time for production. Delays between machines 
avoided. 
-E_. smaller quantities of work in progress. Little banking 9;f· 
materials at individual operations and in transit betw~en 
operations. · ~ 
F. Smaller floor areas occupied per unit of product be·cau,se: o:f 
concentration of manufacturing. 
G~ Limited amount of inspection, perhaps only one before 
product goes on line, one after it comes off of line, and 
:small amount of patrolling inspection in between. ~ 
·H. Production control greatly simplified. Visual control 
replaces much of the paper work. Fewer forms and records 
used. Work checked on and off the production line. Fewer 
work orders, inspection tickets, time tickets, move orders, 
etc. Less accounting and lower clerical costs. 
I... It is easy to br~ak in workers. on any op.eration :in ·the_· 
production line. 
,, 
TABLE III 
APPLICATION OF WORK DESIGN(17) 
Application \ 
1.) Function Determination 
· Objective 
-Determine work system to be studied 
-Establish what is desired from the 
system 
-state any limitations prior to the 
ideal system development 
2.) Ideal System Development -Generate ultimate and technological ~-
workable ideal systems 
3.) Information Gathering 
4.) Alternate System 
suggestions 
5.) Select the Feasible 
system 
6.) Formulate the Work 
system 
7.) Review the Work Design 
System 
8.) Test the Work Design 
9.) Install the Work System 
and Methods 
10.) Establish Performance 
criteria 
-Gather basic data necessary to put 
the ideal systems into operation 
-state minimum changes necessary to 
make the ideal systems more 
implementable 
-consider the economic, hazard, 
control, and human factors for a 
practical selection 
-Identify specific details for 
design ~ 
-Re-examine the design 
38 
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4.0 METHODS APPLICATION 
The semiconductor module assembly 1 ine has two ma·j·_·.or· 
responsibilities: the qualification of new products-, 
\ 
processes, and todl$ ~rtd the daily production of four 
families of standard: products. This section applies th.fa 
·wo:rk design methods of G. Nadler to this manufacturing 
~yst~m._ Its objective is to increase productivity, 
deve·lop manpower effectiveness, and ultimately, to reduce· 
\ -' 
' , 
:pr·oduction times. Other b1;·nefit.s which may be realized are 
impr·o_,te.d product quality an.d .reduced produc·ti.on· costs-.. 
The: ·w,ork :de·si·gn: approach ·consists of· t.en _ste·ps(.s.~e 
. . . . 
l'~P:le· I--IJ .-. ·s:·tep·s :one- through six will be developed in 
-thi:s· sectic)n .u-p to the Work System Review. This paper 
~ill conclude with a proposal for the redesign of the 
module ma.nufacturing fac_ility. 
4· •. --1 ·FlTNCT-I·ON DETERMINATION 
:The f.irs·t step in the design of a work syst.e-m- :is. 
det .. e-_rnri:11ing the function of the system. ' . . ·~ -The fU·nc·t1on .1'-$. 
d.e:f_ined as the result aimed at by and expected of the 
system~ It will be specified through the aid of a 
:descriptive model identifying critical and noncritical 
portions of the line, volume and capacity ranges, and the 
state of the system(existing or a new design?). 
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4.1.1 DESCRIPTIVE MODEL: THE MODULE MANUFACTURING 
FACILITY 
The functions of the module manufacturing line are 
to produce product to meet the product specifications 
:defined by Product Development and Product Engineering and 
·to qualify new products and processes according to their 
specif ication ..s. The production volume crf the line is· 
approximately 7000 parts per week. This rate is not 
expected to increase but the distribution between products 
will change as new produdts .are intrbduced and older 
-products are relocated to ct.her facilities. The qua·lifi~ 
c.a.tion of new and future products requires the line to be 
c1.d·aptable to new prod.uct designs ang :process parameters. 
·There are several critical paramet~·r$· t:o: bs considered 
with each innovation(product.,. ·procas$, or tool) to the 
~anufacturing facility: 
-commonality in product design, ·compott¢n.ts, parameters, 
and tooling. 
-Effect of the innovation on existing products and processes. 
-Maintaining the flexibility of the line. 
-Maintaining or improving the p~oduct reliability 
and quality. 
Several general stateme~11ts ccin :·be: made regarding the 
state of the manuf:acturing work system as it exists. 
1. Manpower is available and skilled, though only a 
fractioD of the personnel are capable of performing 
more than one of the major operations(ie. chip place 
ment, topseal dispense, backseal dispense, tinning). 
40 
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2. Scheduling is driven by customer demands and 
product qualification deadlines. Priorities in 
scheduling can be changed but customer products 
typically have first priority, followed by new 
product qualifications, and finally, engineering 
experiments. 
. 
3. The majority of the'volume in the production line is 
/ 
customer product but it is expected that more emphasis. 
will be placed on new product qualifications in the 
future. 
4.1.2 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS 
To conclude the function determination o.f. the work 
s:y·stem, a :set: .of minimum limitations are specified with 
" 
'• 
t.he intent to sup:ply ~ome general bounnary conditions 
wi·thin which the manufa ..ctu.rin.g .system must .be developed . 
. The•S·.e· l·imitations include the facility inputs, outputs, 
·t>·a.s:.i·.¢ .sequence, e:quipment, ap·q. m·ethods. 
·r·ncoming. hardware, s. uch as semicondu ... ctor ·a.evic·e .. s ·. . . .. I 
·$ub$t·r~tes:; caps, chemicals, etc., are obtained frc;>:m 
·s.upp·lfe.r·s internal to the corporation and external 
/ 
·ve-ndorEt. They are assumed to meet their p.rod·uct per-
.f:o·ritla11.ce specifications upon entering the manufacturing 
line. The output product must meet or exceed the product 
p.-e~··rformance specifications defined by Product Development 
;apd Engineering. The process sequences were described in \ 
·se .. ction 2. o in Figures 2, 3, and 4. Most future products 
wiil follow these basic sequences with variations in 
materials, process parameters, and additional equipment. 
~ 
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The processes, equipment, and floor layout must be 
flexible to adapt to these variations with minimal impact 
I 
to the productivity of the line. Safety, ergonomics, 
operator utilization and productivity must be addressed in 
the early design stages of a process. For example, a 
project encouraging early involvement of operating and 
malntenance personnel will ensure that the design is 
adequate from an ergonomic and safety perspective. 
4.2 IDEAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
. 
Work Design requires that an ideal system be designed 
as a model from which the final system can be evolved. 
The ideal system sets a goal to work towards and serves as 
a basis for comparison to the existing.system and the one. 
being designed. 
4.2.1 SOURCES OF LOST PRODUCTION TIME 
.. 
To initiate the ideal system development of the 
* module packaging case study, a group of checklists from 
Nadler's Work Design was utili.zed to begin identifying, in 
more detail, the limitations and areas of potential im-
provement for the facility. For clarification, these 
checklists are provided in Appendix~-· By exploring these 
checklists, a~group~-of:criteria applicable to the case 
study were generated and are categorized according to the 
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objectives of Work Design and this thesis in Table IV. 
Based on these criteria, a study of the production 
. 
line was conducted to determine which suggestions would 
' 
, 
have the most substanti~l effect on efficiency and turn-
around-time. The study included: 
1. Reviewing two months of module job data to 
determine product volumes, actual tool production: 
rates, and points of time delay. 
2. Observing the flow of product through the line 
to estimate idle time and operator utilization(ie. 
the availability of an operator to process parts 
through an operation). 
3. Obtaining the area's floor plan and equipment 
layout to provide a· visualization of the path 
which subassemblies follow and of floor space 
utilization. 
The results of the study were summa:ri_z.-ed. in T~bJ.~e I., 
s:ources of Lost Production Time. 
The time lost to the transportation of subassernblies 
I 
was estimated via the travel chart in Figure 6B and 
:a:s.s.uming a walking rate of approximately three feet per 
s.econd while pushing a cart. The quantity of O. 4 hours 
·a.lso includes loading and unloading parts f·rom the ca:rt~, 
" 
Additional part transfers occur ten times in the 
progression through the manufacturing line into or from 
equipment, inspection stations, holding areas, and into 
different part carriers. Based on observation of the 
line, 1.3 hours are spent in this activity for an average 
.. bat·ch of 48 subassemblies from families C ~~ 
{ \ 
'-,,j 
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There are two manufacturing inspections, after post-
dlean and tinning, which are redundant wit~ the Quality 
Control inspections. Each inspection requires approx-
imately twenty minutes .. If defects are found, the ) 
inspection time can be extended by forty five minutes to 
verify the defect and complete the necessary paperwork. 
Based on the data logs at the two manufacturing 
i,nspections, it is feasible to eliminate them. and rely on: 
·tne QC: i·nspections~ In addition, reloc.ation of the QC 
inspe·ction station into the produ·ction area will eliminate· 
the ti·me spent in transporting suba,s·sembl ies bac·k and 
forth for rework and re.inspection. 
For fam.i.liE!·s (~ a]:,<:i D, too.l set-ups and profiling ar.e: 
I 
:t-egµired. at eight :opera:t·i:ons,~.·. In general, tool set-ups 
:-
aren't performed until the subassembl.ies arrive at the. 
operation, adding to. the idle tim.~ of the product and 
reducing the productivity of the operator . ., The followi.rfg· 
list quantifies the time lost to tool set-ups: 
O~eration 
C ip Place 
Profile 
Topseal Dispense 
Backseal Dispense 
Tinning 
Cap/Mark/Thermal Apply 
Mixing 
:Similarly, product changeovers 
Average 
occur 
Time to Set up 
0.5 hour 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
0.25 
approximately 1.5 
times per shift and require a new tool set-up. The 
q.perations effected by this are those shared by multiple 
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prQducts: chip place, topseal dispense, and backseal 
dispense. Product/tool changeovers are approximately o~5 
hours for chip place and 0.75 hours for topseal and. 
backseal dispense. 
Finally, an estimate of the time spent on paperwork 
f,or .a· :b.atch of f arty eight parts across twelve jobs was 
:_d·etermined. At fifteen process and profiling operations,,. 
log books are used for recording the following data for 
each job: 
•Date 
•Shift 
·Operator 
•Quantity 
•Job Number 
• ·Part Number 
Number • Quantity 
of rejected parts and ca~$es 
Irt addition, at seventeen operations, the job routing must 
be· s,igned a,nd dated to verify completion of the operation. 
Currently, this information is recorded manually and 
requires an average .o·f -eig:ht minutes for twelve jobs .'p.e'r 
operation or two hours per batch of modules. 
There is -another area which :is difficult to quantify 
-·but. may substantially contribute t.o· the turn-around-times 
be .. ing e·xperienced. In sevel;al. ca~e.s·,· subassembl.ies were 
:required to wait for an .ope·rator t·o: be available: to set up 
and perform a process. .. ,· . . . . A list of the skill mixes of the 
operating personnel indicated that only a fraction of the 
operators were capable of performing more than one of the 
major operations(chip place, topseal and backseal 
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dispense, tinning). This will be conside~ed again in the 
recommendation section of this study. 
It is also possible that error may exist in the time 
standards which currently make up the projected thirty 
five hour production cycle time. To avoid errors in time 
standards, their accuracy should be reviewed periodically . 
. 
The last column in Table IV outlines a series of specific 
applications which address the suggestions and 
the sources of lost production time. Some applications 
require a development effort such as the elimination of 
topseal or the design of one cap for families c and D. 
Several ideas would o·nly require an engineering analysis 
to determine their economic and technological feasibility. 
Examples of two of these analyses would be to evaluate 
pick-and-place robots to load and unload subassemblies and 
combining the marking, capping, and thermal application 
' o_perations into one automated tool. 
4.2.2 IDEAL SYSTEM BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Before carrying out the manufacturing line design, 
N.adler suggests developing a set of boundary conditions 
:within which the ideal system must be designed to ensure a 
practical solution. These statements have been oroken 
into five categories - inputs, outputs, processes/inspec-
tions, information handling, and equipment - and are 
listed as follows: 
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1. Inputs 
A) Raw materials - substrates and devices - enter the 
production line as "kitted" jobs with an .. appropriate 
routing. 
B) Chemicals are stored in chemical mixing areas in 
the manufacturing line. Other raw materials(caps and 
heatsinks) are stored at the particular equipment 
location. 
C) It is assumed that all raw materials meet or exceed 
their performance and quality specifications as they 
enter the line. 
I 2.· Outputs 
A) Product must pass a final quality inspection and 
electrical test upon leaving the module assembJ.y line. 
B) Product must be built to meet or exceed the 
pe:rformance specifications defined by Product 
E:ngineering. 
C) Product failing at electrical test must be -anatyz~d 
for cause of failure. If failure was due to an: a.sse:mbl.Y 
gefect, corrective action is taken • 
. 3·~ Processes/Inspections 
A) Subassemblies must be processed in'a manner 
adhering to the applicable engineering specifications. 
B) The subassemblies must be handled without exposure 
to electrostatic discharge and contamination exceeding 
allowable levels. 
' 
C). Quality inspections are to occur at two critical 
stages: after postclean and after completion of, 
assembly. 
D) Manufacturing inspections are to occur at in-line 
sample inspections at chip place, thermal application 
and capping, backseal dispense, and tinning. 
E) Commonality in oven profiles, chemical mixtures and 
·shotsizes, raw materials, and tool fixtures is 
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encouraged to increase the flexibility of the 
manufacturing line. 
4. Equipment 
A) All equipment is to be regularly maintained 1.:e>: 
minimize downtime. , 
B) The equipment layout should be so that module jobs flow in as straight a path as is practical with minimal 
__/ backtracking. , ( 
C) Equipment and fixtures s~ould be designed 
to minimize manual handling and exposure to 
contamination and damage. However, all equipment rrtus·t 
:remain accessible to manual loading and unloading product if an automated material handling system is used~ 
D) The chemical dispensing tools should be adaptable 
·to quick product changeovers by u·si.ng: mulitple dispense heads or quick-change fixtures. 
E) Chemical mixing must take p·iac.e in one ded,iq,gted: 
~com located within the manufactu.ring are·a. 
F) ·site safety restricti.ons must :b.e adhere.a t·o .. 
5·.: .In.ftlpnation Handling 
A:) Oata entry should be condu.c<ted by the supervis,ory 
~~~~ator at a given process or gr¢up of processes. · 
-B) Data (job number, part number, .quantity, oper-~·to·r 
number, date, shift, comments) should be stored in a ·ho.s··t 
:computer or personal computer. 
C) Minimize the amount of necessary manual paperwork-. For ~xample, sign-off of routings at a partictilar gate 
should be handled with an automatic ~tamping method.-
The description of the work system function, the. 
suggestions for improvements in Table IV, and the 
preceding statements are the basis for generating the 
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ideal system. 
4 ... 2.- ~ 3 THE· PROPOSED IDEAL SYSTEMS 
\ 
:011e of the differences between N .. adler•s Work 
o:e·sign: a'·nd. ·the classical _pla·nt layout approaches is, that 
Work Oes·ig.n: requires the ·development of several ideal 
s:ys_tems,.: ''the· engineer· :.has the option to design facil:iti:_e·s 
w·h:i._C'h :may be: completely: theoretical and/or technically and 
,econ::omically unfeasible. However, these facilities miJ .. et 
-:all work within the defined limitations and guide l.ines-. 
For the module manufacturing study, three. id¢al- f:?Y$'t:ems 
wer,e gen .. er.ated: two ultimate ideal manu:fa:c,turing s-yst·em.:a 
,·a·na· the., technologica1·1y workable ideal system.: 
T.e¢hnol:og··ic:al feasibility is the criteria used ·to· 
categorize a system as workable or ultimate. 
·feas~bi~ity· is considered from a brb~d perspective. 
Figures~lO, 11, and 12 are graphical representations Qf 
the ideal sequences and floor layouts. 
The ultimate ide-a·1 sy·s·tems represent tw·o con·tinuous 
f_l·ow designs (Figs. lOA,.i1A.) • The equipme:nt. is: .connected 
b:Y co·nve·yor systems and is adaptable to all products via 
quick-connect fixtures and multiple dispense heads. 
Subassembly carriers have a common peripheral dimension to 
simplify mat~rial handling and equipment designs. Quality 
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Control inspections are relocated and redesigned as in-. 
line inspections after post clean and final assembly. 
line cures at topseal and backseal are implemented. 
Operators supervise·· more than one process as follows:· 
\ 
•Chip place and wet checks - 1 operator 
•Postclean and dry checks - 1 operator 
•Topseal mix, dispense, and cure - 1 operator 
•Marking, capping, thermal application - 1 operato_r· 
•Backseal mix, dispense, cure - 1 operator 
•Tinning and queue to QC inspect - 1 operator 
·Final Inspection - 2 operators 
And finally, data.· entry is automated via a ba:r· ¢0.d..e 
reader and credit card technique for recording· ·o.p·erator 
num}:)er, job number, part n~er, quantity, da t:e, shift, 
and other pertinent informatio-n into a host c.o:mputer. 
I ·n· :._ .. ·; . 
This translates into an ex·t·ei1sive redesign 9.·f the present 
facility. It is assumed that common profile.s and chemical 
mixtures are used .for each product. Most of the existing 
equipment would have to be either replaced or adapted to 
meet the flexibility requirements of the line. These 
~e~igns represent several safety hazards such as high 
te.mperatures and flammab.le ·chemicals c~using th:is :~11¢.l-o~::e·d . 
layout to be unacceptable:.. ·For these reaso·n,s:, ·th~ ·syste-nts 
i:l¢scribed in Figures 10 and 11 we~ designated as ultimate 
ideal manufacturing systems. They address the problems of 
productivity, efficiency, and turn-around-time but are not 
economically or technically feasible at this time due to 
irtsufficient development capabilities and financial 
/ ~ -- ' 
. \ 
\ ,. 
' 
support. 
The workable manufacturing system in Figure 12 
-applies the "islands of automation" concept using the 
·equipment in the current production 1 ine. 
\ 
Islands of Automation 
:1. Chip pla..ce, fire, and. queue· to postclean 
2. Postclean 
3. QC inspection,topseal dispense, and cur~ 
4. Capping, marking, backseal dispense, and cure 
5. Tinning, queue to final inspection, QC inspection. 
One buffer zone is added after chip fire, prior to 
postclean. Three c:onv.eyors are· impl..emented to link 
qapping/marking w.i.. .. th ):>ackseal, p.ostc:.:lean with topseal, ·an.d 
tinning with a ·bu·f·:fer at final quality concrol inspection .. 
Carts ar~. st'ill ·u:s.ed at the two curing opergtions but 
require m.in·imal ;pa::t.91::' traveling and handling.. ·Quality 
Control inspections are relocated centrally in :the line 
:and. redundant manufacturing inspections are eliminated. 
The only new equipment needed, other than the .conveyors, 
_is. t.h.e capping/marki·ng/thermal application tool. These 
:processes are done manually and will require a:utomation a:s 
product volu-:mes increase in fatn.ili.e.·s :_c an:d ·o-•. 
... 
• 
-
TABL~ 1'·,1 
Suaoestmd Are~s fer Imcrov~ment$ in the Module 
Work Degign 
G~1~c~1v~s ~nd Go~l~ 
Incr~as~ ~~oductivitv 
,:'\nC m.;.nocwer 
~+-r~r-'!"; vcr:.:sc::2 r rrar - -,., 
Ccmmon.ality 
Continued 
Next J:>•9• 
-
Sugge!!ticn SoeciTiC Aoplic~tion 
Eliminata controls •Eliminata topseal 
wh9ra faasibla •Elimin•ta x-ray 
Rear-range Qquip-
ment 
Shorten dist.ncas 
traveled 
Eliminat~ manual 
pick-upg 4ind 
rl!lQa.S&S • 
Special ac:c:cunting 
a~uipmsnt 
Reducing and 
9tandardi:ing parts 
• 
•Elimin.te r~dun-
dant in5pec:tions 
•Operator to 
supervi$& more than 
ona operation 
•Optimi:a floor uga 
•Reloc~ta QC into 
mTg. .rea 
•Re.rranga equip • 
. to minimize travel 
•Link a~uip with 
conveyors. 
•Pick-a.nd-place 
rc~ots to load/unload 
•Automata logging 
Job dAt• via credit 
cards and bar c:cde 
raaders linkad to 
c:omputar host 
.. Rep 1 ac:a 4 c:ap 
de9ign5 with 1 
c:cmmon design 
•Use 1 tcps·eal 
mi :<tura for al 1 
product 
•Usa 1 common volume 
of chemical 
dispensed 
•Common pro~ilas 
• 
• 
T~bl~ i'·' C~nt!nued 
Werk D@Sll'jn 
e..;01~,:~1,,~g :\r.d 00c:tl3 
S i ,n c 1 i .f i ~ .a t 1 on 
• • 
d~7'rl~l > '!I tLt1""'1-
aro1..1r,,'j-~ i me 
Fl ex i bi 11 ty 
Changing precessing 
t2chniqua11 
Autcm•tic production 
tachniquas 
Combining op~r~tions 
Reducing numb•r of 
Kteps in tha saquenca 
Product d9sign ch~nga 
tc .simpl i .fy 
• 
Continuou~/~utom.tic 
equipment 
Incraasa operator 
utili4aticn 
Reducing .ind st.nda.rdi%ing 
p.rts 
Loosening tclarancas 
Autom.tic production 
tachniquas 
Soacific ~oolication 
•Design 9ingla-unit 
haatsink/c.ip .ssembly 
•Usa ona ccmmcn c~rrier 
at .11 op9r•ticn9 
to alimin.ta sub-
••sembly transfer~ 
•Implement ~ingl•-
5t•ge cure cycle 
•Ccmbine ma.r:k,capping 
and thermal .pply 
into one process 
•Uge in-line cures 
•tmplamant buffers 
to facilit~ta in-
lina inspactions 
•Elimin•ta topsa.l 
•Use single-unit 
c.ip/heatsink 
•ssambly 
• Link equ 1 p • v 1 • 
conveyors and buffer9 
•Ra.rranga e~uip.l•yout 
•Automata c~pping, 
marking, and tharm&l 
apply 
•Improve skill mixas to 
increas~ o~er.tor 
av•ilability 
•Quick-change er mul-
tipla dispansa ha.ds 
•Sub&saamcly carrier 
dasign with standard 
dimensions to acccm-
mcdata cna conveyor 
and queuing system 
• 
• 
• 
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-.6-. ·o RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUMMARY 
The redesign of the semiconductor packaging facility 
to the format of Figure 12A-B reduces the floor space by 
fifty percent and the product traveling to approximately 
two hundred feet - an eighty seven percent reduction from 
the current 1500 feet. This facility redesign has 
minimized the amount of product handling due to 1Qading 
an·d unloading. Using conveyors to bring the 
I 
subassemblies from postclean to the queue for Quality 
Control inspection and from tinning to final QC inspection 
eliminates six load/unload cycles. Locating the postclean. 
operation serially after chip fire. and implementing a 
buffer prior to postclean eliminates an additional 
load/unload and product transfer activity. The 
relocation of the quality control inspection and 
eliminatincfthe manufacturing inspection reduces the 
amount of handling and the time spent waiting for 
inspection. The time saved by1 these efforts is estimated 
to be 0.7 hours. Product quality and yields may also 
improve due to the decreased e~sures to handling. 
To summarize, rearranging the· equipment layout, 
implementing two conveyors and a buffer, ~elocating the QC 
inspection gate, and eliminating the redundant 
manufacturing inspections will improve the turn-around-
60 
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·time for products c and o. ·by: approx:i ..ma:t;el·y· :2 hours or $.i.x 
percent of the total cycle time. 
Currently, all paperwork activities are performed 
tnartually. This includes operator sign-off at the 
.. 
·comple.t:ion of each of seventeen processes and recording in 
;ah .. operation log the job number, part number, quantity, 
d:ate, shift, operator identification, comments, and 
profiling data for each job at fifteen operation gat~s~; 
The time to perform this was estimated to be two hours •. 
'-... 
The technologically workable system utilizes eight 
operation logs at furnace profiling, postclean, QC 
inspecti.on, topseal cure·, capping/marking/thermal 
application, backseal cure, and tinning. Automating the 
data entry activity is achieved by using personal 
computers in conjunction with a credit card system for 
opera;tor identification and bar code readers to record \h·e.-
~..;.--·:-,. 
job and process data. Bar codes would be located on the 
job routings. The operator is required to enter the date 
and shift at the start of the day and any comments 
necessary on a specific job(ie. damaged parts and cause of 
damage). The time regained by computerizing the data 
entry activities is estimated to save two hours or an 
additional six percent of cycle time. 
A substantial loss of production time(approx. 6.75 
hours) was attributed to lack of operator availability an_d: 
.~.·-·.· ·1' ' 
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excessive tool set-ups. To regain this lost time, it is. 
recommended that set-ups occur prior to the product 
arriving at the tool. This can achieved by: 
(1) 
(:2) 
(3) 
Scheduling products with common process parameters in blocks of time to minimize product changeovers; 
Training operators to perform multiple operations to increase availability; 
Facilitating set-ups by developing common process parameters between product families and designing 
equipment with quick-change fixtures and dispense heads. 
The feasibility of each of these suggestions has not been 
determined as they require the concurrence of and input 
from the affected manufacturing, engineering, and 
p~oduction cont~ol groups. However, implementing these 
\ 
::recommendations could potentially reduce· production cyc:le 
time by nineteen percent or seven hours. 
As discussed in Section 4.2.1, Sources of Lost 
Production Time, it is recommended that the current skill 
mixes of the facility be diversified. This can be 
accomplished by training personnel on a minimum of two 
major processes (chip place, topseal mix/dispense, 
tinning, and baclcseal mix/dispense) and three minor 
operations (manufacturing inspections, furnace and oven 
profiling, postclean, and capping/marking). The proposed 
equipment layout allows an operator to perform multiple 
operations such as device fire dry checks, postclean, and 
load into the QC/topseal queue conveyor(See Figure 12A). 
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To simplify the line the technologically wcirkable 
system recommends an automated tool for capping, marking, 
and thermal application. currently, these three 
activities are performed.manually by one operator on a 
batch basis. 
• 
A tool combining capping and marking has 
previously been implemented on several products in 
.families A and Be::. A modification to include thermal 
application w.ould. allow these operations to occur con-
currently, instead of serially, with one operator 
supervising. Assuming a cycle time of five parts per 
minute, this would reduce the turn-around-time of f'am.il:Le:"s 
C and D by almost thee hours or nine percent. 
These recommen ations have been made to increase line 
-· 
efficiency and manpower effectiveness. To justify any of 
the proposals, a detailed feasibility study would be 
performed. It is not the intent of this study to eco-
nomically justify these changes but to identify and 
<iescribe them and their potential benefits. 
:5 .• l ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM SUGGESTIONS 
From a long range perspective, there are several 
ideas in the ultimate ideal systems which should be 
explored for feasibility and development effort. 
Commonality of profiles, chemical shotsizes and mixtures, 
and hardware subassemblies have been extended efforts in 
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the packaging engineering community. These efforts must 
be continued to increase the flexibility of the module 
packaging facility. 
Automated vision inspection systems are an area 
receiving significant attention in research communities. 
C, 
Development of a system for the module packaging line 
would save substantial time spent in manual inspection and 
reduce manpower requirements. 
Finally, to advance toward the continuous flow desi~:n: 
of .. the manufacturing line, the ultimate ideal system 
• 
implemented two in-line curing operations. A feasibility 
study of these techniques may show additional savings in, 
production time, reduced handling, and increased 
productivity. At present, knowledge of the the 
efficiencies of these techniques and their potential cycle 
times does not exist. Therefore, a quantified prediction 
of the savings is not possible • 
~· 
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:·6', •. 0 CONCLUSION 
'!'his study illustrated an application of the 
methodologies of plant layout design and work design to 
the electronics industry. The semiconductor packaging 
facility was a batch operation responsible for the 
manufacture of four product families and the qualificat_i.on 
of new products • 
... , . . The obJectives of the study were to identify the 
problems of inefficiency and productivity in this facility 
and develop potential solutions. 'Efficiency was expressed 
in terms of the turn-around-time, or cycle time, of 
batched jobs. Productivity was addressed frpm the 
perspective of operator skills and flexibility of the 
production line. 
The methodology of work design required several 
solutions to be generated. Two theoretical designs 
implemented the continuous flow concept through the use o.f 
conveyor systems, pick-and-place robots, in-line 
inspections, in-line curing operations, buffers, and 
complete equipment automation. These approaches require a 
total redesign of the current facility and a substantial 
effort in process and technology development. The third 
solution applied the "islands of automation" concept and 
:was considered the technologically workable system 
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recommended for this study.(See Figure 12A-B.) Five 
islands were designed using the current automated 
equipment of the line, three buffers, and three conveyor 
systems. The manual capping, marking, and thermal 
application operations were combined into one automated 
process. This is the only equipment which must be 
designed for the technologically workable system. A 
preliminary study showed that even a cycle time of five 
parts per minute at this operation would save three hours 
or nine percent of the total production cycle time. 
,i. 
Overall, the islands of automation design can potentially 
regain 12.7 hours or thirty six percent of the total lost 
production time. This production design was chosen as the 
recommended solution based on technical feasib~lity and 
should be subjected to a detailed economic evaluation for 
financial justification. 
In addition to these recommendations, several 
development projects were suggested for further 
consideration. These included topseal elimination, 
profile commonality, automated inspection techniques, and 
in-line postclean and curing operations. 
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7.0 FUTURE AREAS OF STUDY 
The semiconductor packaging manufacturing study 
provided an excellent opportunity to gain some experience 
in the areas of plant layout, work design, and the general 
planning of a production facility. Utilizing work design 
encouraged a creative engineering approach to a redesign 
.Problem which has existed for many years. With the frame 
work of the technologically workable 
manufacturing system in place, further work should incluo.e 
exploring specific material handling systems, pick-and-
place robots, and an automated data entry system. A 
detailed financial analysis must be conducted to determine 
the economic feasibility of any of these projects. 
To perform this analysis, a computer simulation 
would provide insight to increased production rates, idle 
times, and any queuing problems that are not apparent in 
. 
the proposed designs. Several simulation languages which 
would be applicable to the module production line include 
SLAM, SIMON, and a computer layout program, CRAFT. 
The prime mission of the subject production facility 
is to qualify new products, processes, and equipment. 
Prior to the introduction of new products, a simulation of 
the manufacturing line could be used to forecast the 
effect of the additional volumes. For the design of new 
67 
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equipment, a preliminary simulation woul:d -'indicate the 
cycle times needed to minimize the eff·eQt ·on line 
productivity and efficiency. 
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APPENDIX A 
RELATED AREAS OF INVESTIGATION 
~s part of the research for this thesis, several 
e:~a.-mp:l.es of automation in the electronics field were 
r~view.ed. Rob·otics Today provided four articles 
:p.i:frtaining to the assembly of printed circuit boards, 
floppy disk drives, electrical contactors, ·and a panel 
discussion of robots in electronics assembly. "Robots .in 
Electronic Assembly"(21) by Robert Stauffer reviewed a 
round table discussion with representatives from the 
,robotics industry and robot users. Several comments are 
:applicable to the semiconductor packaging case study. 
No-rman Brunelle, of AT&T Technologies, supports a high 
volume manufacturing line whose products are changing 
relatively frequently. With new designs, flexibility is a 
requirement to efficicently meet production demands. 
"With printed circuit board assembly, for example, the 
ability to handle product changes on a daily basis without 
having to retool is the big benefit."(21) According to 
Brunelle, robots provide a level of automation·in a 
technology where designs are not stable. "Trying to 
automate each iteration of the design would be difficult, 
but the robot gives us the flexibility that's 
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required ••• 11 (21) Of course, additional benefits are 
reduction in defects, improved quality, and higher 
productivity. Gordon Vander Brug, another panel member 
and manager at Automatics, Inc., spoke further about 
improved quality. He claims that robotic systems make 
fewer mistakes than when humans are involved and, through 
t·he use of sensors and other monitoring devices, provide 
data that allow verification of the maufacturing process, 
called "trackability". These systems key in on a probl.em: 
and alert the supervising person to take appropriate 
action before defective product in manufactured. 
These statements serve as an introduction to two 
other case studies where robots and automation were 
applied in electronics manufacturing. Th~- first article 
appeared in Robotics Today in 1982 and is entitled 
"Robotics Assembly in Electronics Manufacturing"(l5) by 
Don Miller. Data Electronics,Inc. has incorporated an 
Intelledex Model 605 robot into its printed circuit board 
:i·nsertion operation to position odd-shaped components. 
The same benefits stated by N. Brunelle - greater 
flexibility and higher quality - were expected to be 
gained. The workcell initiates its cycle by removing a 
board from its carrying rack by an elevator unloader. 
From the unloader, the board is brought to the workcell by 
·a conveyor. The board is positioned by a combination of 
--
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gtfide rails and alignment pins which lift it off the 
conveyor. Components are fed by gravity tubes to present-
., 
ation fixtures where their leads are straightened and 
orientation and misfeed are checked by optical detectors. 
The robot picks up the component and attempts to insert it 
into its proper posj.tion on the board. If a misalignment 
is detected by ·force sensors, the robot proceeds through a 
dithering routine. If the routine fails, the component is 
rejected and a second one obtained. If failure occur~ 
:a_ga,in, the problem is assumed to be in the board. The 
rejected board is recorded and moved from the insertion 
po$tion for visual inspecti-on · while the conveyor brings· 
in another board. Whi.le a component is being inserted, 
1 the lead clincher is positioned under the board at the 
component position and, after successful insertion, the 
leads are clinched. After the board is loaded, it goes tq 
a final inspection station and flow soldering. As 
products are varied, the robot vision system ~eads a bar 
code on the board, indicating the proper insertion 
routine. This has increased quality and productivity and 
eliminated the probability of human error. 
Beyond the benefits of automating a previously manual 
operation, Miller comments on the high degree of 
adaptability needed by the electronics industry which is 
gained by using robots in manufacturing. "Electronics 
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p-roduc;ts, g-enerally have productio·n lifetimes on the order 
:Pf: one or two years. Since basic circuitry compbnents are 
continually changing, typical robot applications also have 
short lifetimes."(15) This means that robot systems must 
be adaptable to new applications - ie."have the ability to 
download programs from a host computer, change end-
effectors quickly, and orient to a variety of coordinate 
systems"(15). The Intelledex robot and its surrounding 
system provided this for Data Electronics and similar 
flexible systems have certainly come into their production 
lines since. 
The second Robotics Today article, "Robots Speed 
Assembly of Floppy Disk Drives"(22), by Robert Stauffer, 
describes the use of two robots in a workcell to partially 
assemble floppy, Winchester, and optical disk drives. 
Shugart Corporation started the system in production in 
1983 and reduced the operation's cycle time to one minute 
from five minutes when the work was performed manually. 
Product quality was substantially increased since the 
r accuracy of the robots eliminated the exposure to damage 
when the subassemblies were mated. The workcell consists 
of four in-line stations along a double-chain conveyor. 
Nine subassemblies are fed to the stations on Mylar belts 
and positioned for pick-up by the robots. At the front of 
the line, base castings are placed manually on pallets 
.., 
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which are then automatically fed onto the main conveyor. 
The first station checks for orientation. If a casting is 
misoriented, the line stops and the opera~~r is alerted to 
\. 
fix the problem. At station two, a Cincinnati Milacron 
T3-t26 electric robot inserts a spindle bearing into the 
casting. At station three, the T3 robot inverts the 
casting where a small Seiko robot installs the motor 
stator with air-driven scre,drivers. Finally, at station 
four, the T3 robot picks up a spindle and positions it irt 
a chuck while the casting moves ·into position. The 
spindle is installed in the cast~ng and with a series of 
final steps, the T3 robot places spacers, a washer, and 
another spindle bearing on the assembly. Upon completion, 
the assembly moves down the line where a manual inspection 
occurs to ensure quality and performance. The benefits of 
this project have been significant. "Manual assembly 
leaves alot to be desired where sustained operation, 
quality, and consistent performance are concerned."(22) 
This robot workcell has eliminated these concerns while 
also reducing the cycle time to one-fifth of its previous 
rate. 
As a final example of the ·improvements gained from 
the use of robots in manufacturing, an article, "ASEA 
Robots Automate Electrical Contactor Assembly"(20), 
describes the application of two ASEA robots in the 
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assembly of eight types of electrical contactors. 
six-axis IRb-6 robots are mounted in a circular work 
Each robot has a unique gripper consisting of six sets f 
fingers, each of which picks up a specifi~ part. 
Therefore two contactors are assembled concurrently. The 
details of the process sequence were not given but the 
benefits gained are, again, in the areas. -Oif improved cyq'.le 
ti:rn.e .and product guali ty. 
In summary, the preceeding articles concentrated o·n 
the applications of robots in the electronics manufac-
turing world and the resulting benefits. Based on the 
semiconductor packaging line being studied, it is worth 
mentioning that the use of material handling systems to 
increase flexibility, productivity, and quality is equally 
important. The flexibility gained by using robots can be 
extended to material handling systems used in larger manu-
facturing lines. Given a basic carrier or pallet, the 
product design can change without requiring alteration to 
the material handling system. These systems are 
substantial sources of cycle time reduction, minimized 
exposure to damage and contamination, and improved 
quality. 
These articles demonstrated that increased flexi-
bility, productivity, and quality can be realized and must 
be achieved in the electronics industry. If product 
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des;lgns continue to change frequently and new innovations 
are brought to the manufacturing line, as they are 
projected to, manufacturing must be able to adapt to these 
changes quickly and without large c,api tal investments. 
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WORK DESIGN 
TABLE 2S-3 
Is IT NECESSARY? 
WHY Is IT TO BE DoNE? 
Wuo Is TO Do IT? 
w~ Is IT TO BE DoNE? 
WHEN Is IT ro BE DoNE? 
HoW' Is IT ro BE DoNE? 
1. Check List for Input Principles 
Can input or material specifications for the work system be 
Eliminated? Combined_?· Simplified? 
by: 
Using new material instead of scrap 
Using scrap · . 
Substituting another material 
Changin~ packaging 
Changing size received (length, width, 
etc.) 
Eliminanng frills 
Reducing and standardizing_ pa~ 
Purchasing part 
Manufacturing pan 
Changing size of part 
Including positioning devices 
Standardizing f orins 
Making pans smaller 
Stronger material 
One-time carbons 
Punched-card system 
Lighter-gauge material (heavier) 
Supplier performing additional work 
Specifying incoming quality strictly 
Changing auxiliary materials (oils,etc.) 
Changing shape 
Changing finish specifications (colors, 
etc.) 
Changing product design to elimin~te a. 
material 
Better packing material 
Using nontangling farts 
Reducing weight o parts 
Reducing number of output components 
Changing quantities shipped 
Ordering palletized loads 
Changing quantities packaged 
Enlarging pans 
Packing differently 
Prepacking to specifications 
Acceptance sampling 
2 •. Check-List for Output Principles 
Can output or product spec:ific~tions Jor the work system be 
Elimin(lted? Combined? Simplifi.ed? Se arranged? 
by: 
Specifying minimum material 
Loosening tolerances 
Automatic production. techniques 
Reducing weight 
Putting on positioning devices 
Larger grasping surf ace 
Chamfering mating parts . , . 
Changing physical processing technique 
Eliminating frills 
Sale of scrap _ 
Form design for lining up all stops· on f e,v 
tabs 
Better covering of pans to reduce finish-
. 
mg 
Designing forms for available .equipm~nt 
Proper spacing and seque~1ce of data on 
fonns . 
Reducing \\'eight of parts 
82. 
Reducing number of parts-
Designing symmetrical pa.rt 
Shipping differently 
New container 
Reducing visual requirements 
Removing burrs 
.. 
Reducing lengths of pans assembled_ 
Designing nontangling parts 
Greater interchangeability 
Making cylindrical or symmetrical mat-
• mg 
Changingr:,parts to permit simultaneous 
symmetrical hand pattern 
Redesi~g for standardization 
Left-hand margin for all forms 
Reducing weights and resistances 
Heat treating 
Change to reduce scrap 
IDEAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
TABLE 25-3 ( cont.) 
Changing requirements- for finished prod-
uct 
Sampling inspection of finished product 
Including sclf-stackin~ features 
Including location points for jigs 
Better container design 
\ 
New packaging design 
Removing extraneous material on forms 
As few tabs on typewriter as possible 
Reducing size of parts 
Designing for go-no-go inspection 
3. Check List for Sequence Principles 
Can the sequence of processing input for the work system be 
Eln11inatedl Combined! Simplified? Rearranged? 
by: 
Changing order of performance 
Combination jigs 
Changing physical processing technique 
Changing people now receiving form 
Dividing one operation into two 
Rebalance of work 
Changing scrap handling procedure 
Punched-card system 
Change in lot size 
Performing operation in another depan-
ment 
Performing during machine time on an-
other job 
Dispatching material from central: point 
Reducing number of steps 
New equipment 
Includin~ with an operation 
Electroruc devices 
Doing more than one at a time 
Changing requirements for preceding ~nd 
succeeding jobs 
Continuous flow processing 
Reducing handlings 
Relocation ~nd rearrangement of opera-
. 
nons 
Performing two or more operations 
Moving larger quantities 
Omittinfr operations 
Combining number of steps 
Eliminating some controls 
Control established soone~ o~ l_ater 
New processing: 
Hot or cold heading 
Powdered metallurgy 
Roll forming 
Swaging · 
Forging 
Stamping 
Changing location of performance 
Better training of operator 
Multispindle setups 
Performing two operations at one place 
Material changes (see input principle) 
Combination machinery or equipment 
Reprocessing scrap 
Putting operation (s) on another ma-
chine (s) 
Correcting performance or method on 
previous jobs 
. Changing requirements for $UCceeding 
jobs . 
Doing work while partsare.in transit 
Reversing order 
Arranging steps in best order . 
Performing after more oper~tions ~han at 
present 
Selecting proper point for verification 
Minimizin~ number of controls 
Reducing in-process inventory 
Shipping direct, not from storage 
Changing location of-storages. · 
4. Check List for Equipment Principles. 
Can the equipment and en'l.!ironment fotJhe work system:be· 
Eliminated? Conzbinedl Simplified? Rearranged? 
·by: 
Changing physical processing technique 
Jigs and fixtures· .for simultaneous sym-
metrical . 
Table height' l.ess than elbow height above 
floor 
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Enough space for handling 
Use posinoning devices 
Jig for more than one assembly 
Quick-acting clamps or cams 
Tools with large hand area. co~tac~ 
r 
WORK DESIGN 
TABLE 25-3 (cont.) 
Sim pie machines 
Semiautomatic equipment 
Continuous or automatic processing equip-
ment 
Use of foot pedals 
Hoppers with positioned delivery 
Lip bins ' 
Air or gravi~ ejection . . 
Automatic jigs and tixtw'es ( eliminating 
oper.) 
Color coding tools and equipment 
(;ombination tools 
Mechanical ejectors 
Locating pins or stops 
Vibrator hopper feed 
Mechanical guides 
Power tools 
Using more than one machine per oper-
ator 
Making easier work (by jig, et~.) 
Automatic feeds on machines 
Tongs or tweezers 
Reducing number.of clamps 
Multipurpose jigs 
Radioacave components 
Numerical control 
Picking up more than one at a time 
Shonening distances 
Fork lift uuck 
Welding extensions to levers 
Moving switches and controls closer 
Conveyors or chutes 
Tub files 
Sequence changes 
Adjustable stool 
Rubber pads on floor 
Arm rests 
Scales for ''weigh" count 
Automatic inspection in a jig 
Electronic devices 
Proper depth relationships 
Adhesive or m·agnetic devices· 
Tote pans . 
Pallets 
Hoppers 
Skids 
Dolly 
Trucks 
Bullet nose guides 
Any gravity feed 
Proper chairs . 
Relocating service and physical facilities 
Special accounting equipment 
Legible dials (size, shape, scale) 
Standardized controls 
Noise and/or sound control 
Proper arrangement of dials and conuols 
Shape coding controls 
Reducing weight and resistances 
Magnetic or vacuum tools 
Funnels 
Magazine feed 
Suspending tools 
Indexing fixtures 
Safer equipment 
Better mechanical or level advantages 
Reducing visual requirements 
Tool holders 
Making tool work a1!tomatic 
Special eyeplasses 
.Self-centermg devices 
110° knee angle for foot pedals 
Proper color background 
Ceramic tooling 
Ultrasonic cutting 
Hoists 
Movin~ equipmenttogethe,r 
Extensions on controls 
Counterbalanced tools 
F oot-conuolled movements 
Better.pins and trays 
Tools to move pans and material 
Combination tools 
Provide anticipation signals 
Placing tools, equipment, cranks at proper 
height 
New equipment 
Better tool materials 
Go-no-go gauges 
Easier reading devices 
Increased lighting (direct, indirect., ~'tc.) 
Increased signal/~ise r~ti9 
Vise 
Positioning device~ 
Definite stops 
Conveyor: roller, beltgra.viry 
Better "housek(!eping" 
S. Check List for Methods Principlc:s 
Can the method or patterns of human work for the work system be 
Eliminated? Combined? Simplified? Rearranged? 
by: 
Performance in normal work area 
Using lowest body member possible 
Pan time help for peaks 
8f 
Keeping pan stationary for inspection 
Definite eye fixation pattern 
Assigning proper number of machines: 
n 
IDEAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
TABLE 25-3 ( cont.) 
Pre-positioning parts 
Throwin~ or dropping instead of placing 
parts astdc 
Using lowest category of therbligs 
Performing in a rhythmic sequence 
Reducing number of therbligs in cy~lc 
Keepin~ all parts separate 
Removing rcgrasp 
Putting manual work in machine time 
Proper location of tools and pans 
Using smooth, not zigzag, motions 
Reducing eye-hand coordination and fix-
• at1ons 
Keeping body and posture straight 
Initiating forms control 
Manuals of instructions · 
Proper size, spacing of identifications 
Changing procedure for work assignment 
Reducing bending, turning, walking 
Changing operators to obtain certain 
physical traits 
Quality control charts 
Angle of plane of work surf ace ( 30° to 
45°) 
Reducing number of times grasping _same 
part 
Performance in normal work sphere· 
Eliminating some controls 
Job enlargement 
Shonening distances 
Picking up more than one part at a time 
Reducing abrupt changes in direction 
Simultaneous movements 
Gravity 
Reducing eye fixations 
Moving more pans at a time 
Reducing number of eye fixations 
Simultaneous symmetrical hand pattern 
Relocating cools, pans and equipment 
Rotating operators 
Proper traming 
Inclining work place to make definite stop 
Pressure or friction against table 
Better "housekeeping" 
Improving ~ercical space utilization 
Another higher-skill person 
Alternate hand pattern , 
Not going to the same place more than 
once in a cycle 
Placing picked-up parts on proper side of 
table 
Eliminating pickups and releases 
Label or tag pans 
Grasping for proper positioning 
Grasp, work, release areas for ,hands close 
together 
Using momentum or ballistic motions 
Pre-positioning tools 
Standardizing multiplant work 
Better training 
Easier arithmetical technique 
Using more than one operator per ma·-
chine 
Changing procedure for obtaining tools 
and material 
Making easier 
· Increasing machine utilization (reduc·e 
· machine delays) 
Handles with large hand contact atea 
Reducing machine time 
Proper depth relationships 
Achievement feedback to operator-
Job specialization 
Reducing number of parts moved 
Using lowest body classification 
Sliding pan 
Using proper body member 
Smooth motions 
Eliminating factors retarding pace 
Proper adjustment of equipment 
Balancing work among crew members 
Increasing operator utilization 
Introducing quotas or incentives 
Proper operator selection 
Balancing work between hands 
No more than 2,000 calories/day 
''Weigh" count 
Sampling inspection 
Better light 
Label parts 
TABLE 25-4 
FoRMs DESIGN CHECK Lrs-r 
1. Is the form properly titled and numbered? . . 
2. Will notes and instructions be discovered before· the form is filled in? 
3. Has writing or fill-in been reduced to a minimu~? 
4. Have boxes and check lists been substituted? . 
5. Is there ample space for recording the requested information? 
6. Is the form to be filled in by hand ·or by machine? Is the proper spacing of lines 
provided? 
7. Does the form monopolize attention or i, it merely background for the data 
requested? 
\ / \ 
WORK DESIGN 
,. 
TABLE 2S-4 (cont.) 
8. Is the form reproduced in the most readable type? . 
9. Will the reader obtain clear-cut, accurate information quickly and easily? 
JO. Is the requested information grouped logically to minimize the fill-in time? 
11. Does the form facilitate distribution-use of window envelopes, routing indica-
tions, etc.? 
12. Is there no duplication of data on the form? __ 
.13. Is all of the space on the form used, or is it wasted by decorative borders, white 
space, unnecessary boxes, etc.? 
·14. Is the form of standard size, weight, and shape for ease of handling and storage? 
Consider ~u material and ,printing factors. 
1S. Is the form easy to son? f o file? _. 
16. Does the form encoura "write it only once"? 
17. Can the information be transmitted electronically or mechanically instead of on 
paper? · 
. TABLE 2S-S 
BAs1c Pa1NCIPLES OF VALUE ANALY~1s• 
1. What does the part now cost? What are material.-costs of the pan? Labor~''"-' 
Overhead costs? Machining cosrs? 
2. Is the pan really necessary? Does it have a vir~l .function? (Taking off features 
that the customer might like, but which he can probably "get by without.'' 
violates the basic principles of value analysis.) · 
3. Is the part too complex? 
4. Can the part be made by another process? 
S. Can the part be made by a specialty vendor?· 
6. Can the plant make the pan more cheaply than- an outside ~uppli~r?-
7. Can a less-expensive material be used? 
8. Can a custom-built part be replaced by a standard part? 
9. Can the part be made by a new process? _ . _ _ 
10. Can some steps in the manufacturing process be simplified or eliminated? 
• Source: T. Johnson, •-nie Impact of Value Analysis,'; Ar,i_~an Machinut, July 13, 1959, pp. 
117-,'32, . 
TABLE 2S-6.,. 
MATERIALS HANDLING PRINCIPLES. 
Principles for Planning and Improving Handling Methods 
1. Eliminate moves wherever possible-the best materials operation invol.ves. the 
least handling or none at all. 
2. Straighten and shonen moves .wherever possib_le. ·· 
3. Materials in transit should be moved as close to. the -next p_oint. :9f ·use as possible 
before being halted. . 
4. Pre-position for the next operation whenever possible before -depositing the 
materials being handled. 
S. Combine or eliminate handling oper.ations wheneve~ possible. Use basic motion 
srudy principles. · · . _ . 
6. Give c~deration to moving the workers rather than the materials, since it is-
ohen more economical. 
Principles for Planning and Layout of Facilities 
. 1. The cost of inter- or intra-depamnental handling can often be reduced or elim-
inated by changes in machine layout, or by depamnent relocation, or by mechan-
ical handling deyices between operations. 
2. Congestion coses· money. Allo,v sufficient aisle and storage space for smooth 
handling operations. 
----
• Source: Production Handbook (2nd ed.; New York: Ronald Press, 1958), sec. 2.3. 
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